2022 was a time of incredible growth for our Boston campus. We celebrated four incredible women as they graduated with their post-secondary degrees. Forty JP Boston moms participated in our new Career Volunteer Mentor Program, and over 40 JP Boston kids participated in high-quality summer enrichment and tutoring opportunities to further support their educational development — increasing the chances of economic mobility for both generations.

In 2022, JP Boston served the highest number of families in our history.
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286 LIVES IMPACTED
(a 31% increase over 2021), including 40 new families who opted into JP’s full program coaching model

40 MOMS RECEIVED
1:1 professional mentorship support through JP’s Career Volunteer Mentor Program

43 CHILDREN PARTICIPATED
in one or more summer enrichment opportunities — everything from Spanish immersion and sports to arts & crafts
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835+ MOMS ENGAGED
in family coaching sessions, totaling more than 365 hours of college-going and family stability support

15 CHILDREN BENEFITTED from professional tutoring, with families rating their experience a 5/5

$50,000+
RAISED
by a community of supporters around a return to an in-person Voices Rising event that showcased JP mom stories in October

Nearly 5,000 SQUARE FEET of beautiful space designed to welcome, support and respond to the 200 moms and kids we serve as JP Boston moved into its new headquarters at One Appleton Street in the South End.

200 HOURS of backup childcare provided for JP Boston families, allowing moms to focus on their college and career goals

200
HOURS

The power in the room can be felt when a group of single moms get together [in Empowerment and Leadership].”

—JP BOSTON MOM